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2(a)(i)

2(a)(ii)

2(b)(i)

2(b)(ii)

2(c)

QHIGH

Q2 Mark scheme

(a)(i) (plan diagram)
1. plan diagram of appropriate size + no shading ;
2. no cells + at least two vascular bundles + correct section 
drawn ;
3. epidermis drawn as two lines drawn closely together ;
4. line drawn to show area of cells located at tip of leaf;          [4]

(a)(ii) (drawing)
1. quality of line for outer wall of cells + size at least 50 mm 
across largest
cell ;
2. only four cells drawn, each cell touching at least one other 
cell ;
3. cell walls drawn as two lines close together ;
4. one cell which shows a difference from other cells ;
e.g. cell contains an inclusion
5. uses one label line + one label to cell wall ;                          [5]

(b)(i) (ratio)
1. measures depth of midrib + diameter of the vascular bundle ;
2. records whole numbers or to 0.5 for both measurements ;
3. decides to use same units for both measurements ;
4. displays, in final ratio, larger number to smaller number ;
5. final answer as simplest ratio ;            [5]

(b)(ii) (conclusion)
(habitat) water + (feature) large air spaces or more air spaces or 
AVP ;                          [1]

(c) (observable difference between leaf on K1 and leaf in Fig. 2.2)
organises comparisons into three columns with one column for 
features, one
headed K1 and one headed Fig. 2.2 ;
any three observable differences of comparison ;;;
e.g. K1 has more vascular bundles than Fig. 2.2                   [4]
                 [total: 19]
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